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Introduction to Jupyter at HCC

Project Jupyter (https://jupyter.org) provides free, open-
source software for individuals to write and run computer pro-
grams. The name �Jupyter� comes from the three main languages
used with it - Julia, Python, and R. Note that this project was
originally developed for Python. The corresponding organization
that supports the project was founded in 2015.
Most individuals will use the Jupyter Notebook program of the

project when writing and running of R code. While this program
can be downloaded and installed by users on their own computer,
the operating system must be Linux. For this reason, many in-
dividuals use Jupyter Notebook via a central Linux-based server
through JupyterHub.
Jupyter Notebook provides a web-based browser interface so

that a user does not really notice the underlying Linux aspects.
This provides a VERY convenient way for using R and other
programs, rather than using a command-line, terminal interface
(see the HPC notes from my STAT 950 course for more on this
alternative use).
The actual coding environment is somewhat di�erent than what

is experienced in the most often way RStudio is used. Jupyter
Notebook (hereafter just referred to as �Jupyter�) uses a notebook
interface that is similar to what is found in mathematical soft-
ware, like Maple and Mathematica. In this setting, code/output
is presented in the following form:
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...

all within the program editor. Thus, it is like using the R Con-
sole window directly, but one can easily re-run previous parts of
the code by simply moving the cursor back to that portion of
the code. Most statistical software packages instead will keep
the code/output in separate windows (although the code may be
echoed in the output window).
While it is nice to see the output right after the code, problems

can be encountered! In particular, code from earlier portions of
the program could be changed and re-run, but later portions of
the output would not change.
The corresponding Jupyter notebook for this set of notes is

Examples.ipynb. Data �les used with previous notes are gpa.txt
and gpa.csv.

Holland Computing Center

The easiest way for faculty/students to use Jupyter is through
the Holland Computing Center. The HCC is the University of
Nebraska system's home to supercomputers. The UNL home to
the HCC is in the building under the south side of Memorial
Stadium. Walk-in help is available there if you have problems
with using their computers.
To use their computers, you need an account as part of a

�group� (this account is di�erent from your normal UNL ac-
count). Most students obtain an account by using their advi-
sor's group, if their advisor has a group. If a student in our
course does not have this type of group available, they can be
part of my own �stattools� group (all users within the group
will be deleted at the end of the semester). Students can go
to https://hcc.unl.edu/new-user-request to start the reg-
istration process.
Once a student has an account, you can log into it through the
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Crane or Rhino supercomputers (often referred to as �clusters�
because multiple core processors are clustered together to form a
supercomputer). For the purposes of using Jupyter, simply use
your web browser to go to one of these two addresses:

• https://crane.unl.edu

• https://rhino.unl.edu

The HCC uses two-factor authentication so you will need to be
prepared for the second form, where most people use the Duo
app on their smartphones. If you need to use a di�erent second
method, please contact HCC directly.

Jupyter Notebook

The HCC has a set of help documents available at https://hcc.
unl.edu/docs/guides/running_applications/jupyter for us-
ing Jupyter. The purpose of this section is to provide a few notes
about it.

• After you log in, you will be asked about starting a SLURM
job. In the context of running Jupyter in our course, one needs
to be concerned with how many how many core processors you
will need. You will only need one core processor for our course
(more would be needed for parallel processing). SLURM will
be discussed later in these notes. For more detailed informa-
tion on SLURM beyond these notes, please see my HPC notes
for STAT 950.

• A �le/folder interface to your account is provided.

• A Jupyter �le has a .ipynb extension (Jupyter was originally
part of iPython). These are simply plain text �les, but they
are not as easy to examine in a text editor as a SAS or R
program is.
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• Select New and the R (or SAS) to open a new Jupyter note-
book for that language.

• Code goes into �cells� as denoted by the �In [ ]:� notation. To

run a set of code, select Cell > Run Cells or select .
Below is code/output for a simple set of code that has been
run:

• Jupyter does NOT support dragging and dropping programs
on your own computer into a cell. Rather, you can copy/paste
the program into a cell. Unfortunately, the results obtained
after running the code will be organized in an odd manner
because the code does not echo:
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• The notebook �le associated with these set of notes provides a
demonstration of where problems can occur when using note-
books.

• Other items

� Download your R code via File > Download

� Save your notebook with File > Save and Check-

point or by selecting the save icon

� End your session with File > Close and Halt

� The user interface for the �le/folder and Jupyter can be
slow

� Programs are scheduled to be run at HCC via SLURM
rather than run immediately (SLURM is a scheduling util-
ity for Linux); thus, programs can take much longer to run
depending on whether code can be executed immediately
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Other notebook interfaces for R

Select File > New File > R Notebook in RStudio. A new
package will be installed with your �rst time using a notebook.
RSudio's notebook format uses the same format as R Markdown.
The di�erence is that code can be executed by selecting the run
arrow for a chunk. Below is a small example (no associated �le
is made available):
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